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China is one of the leading handicraft producers with around 30% share of world trade 
(Ernst & Young 2012). According to a report published by the United Nations 
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNSECO) in 2016, the growth rate of 
China’s exports of ‘cultural goods of visual arts and crafts’ between 2004 and 2013 
was 735%, five times greater than her runner-up state, the USA. While the expanding 
demand for Chinese craft products has generated commercial opportunities and 
strong economic returns, it has also created challenges to the Chinese traditional 
crafts sector which may influence the direction and sustainability of its future 
development, and as such is worthy of deeper investigation and discussion. 
 
Chinese crafts have been examined from economic, historical and aesthetic 
perspectives, but rather less attention has been devoted to them in the literature on 
luxury and tourism. When considering the former, it is worth noting that some of the 
world’s leading brands had their origins in craft businesses, notably Louis Vuitton, and 
that craft skills remain important for this industry in the 21st century. Also, there is a 
common assumption that souvenirs represent a cheap and debased version of human 
material culture but, as an edited collection by Hitchcock and Teague (2000) showed, 
souvenirs come in a wide variety of forms, including what Graburn (2000) has called 
‘pride goods’, in which peoples visited by tourists sell products that are simultaneously 
economically useful and boosters of esteem on behalf of the producing community. It 
is with these thoughts in mind that we turn our attention to the production of Chinese 
craft products in the early 21st century. What should be noted from the outset is that 
this work refers to the products of the Han Chinese, the country’s major ethnic group, 
and not the country’s renowned minorities, though the authors have been inspired by 
work in this area by authors such as Gina Corrigan (2002). 
 
 
1. Craft & Art 
 
The ultimate etymology of the English term ‘craft’ is uncertain, but there does appear 
to be a strong link with the various versions of the Germanic and Nordic term ‘kraft’, 
which has connotations of ‘strength’ and ‘power’ and more infamously with the Nazis 
use of the term in the slogan ‘kraft durch freude’ or ‘strength through joy’. The 
Germanic/Norse sense of the term was expanded in Old English to include notions of 
skill, dexterity, art science and talent and something that was built or made. Mediaeval 
cities later became centres for guilds built around collectives of crafts producers and 
the idea that they embodied ‘mysteries’, which later evolved into ‘worshipful 
companies’ and later charitable organisations as the need for skilled craftwork 
declined as Britain industrialised. Indeed, the authors of this paper both work for 
Goldsmiths College, which was founded by the descendants of the old precious 
metalworking guild of that name.  
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The terms ‘craft’ is also often association with notions of ‘tradition’, though this is not 
invariably the case. However, as this paper discusses Chinese crafts, which have a long 
history it is worth considering what ‘traditional’ actually means, especially in its 
etymological sense in English which contains notions of beliefs or practices handed 
down over the generations. Ultimately, it has origins in the Jewish sense of tradition 
based on Mosaic Law, but appears to have come into English from the late 13th century 
French concept of ‘tradicion’, meaning transmission or handing over. In other words, 
there is association of passing down knowledge or skills over the generations, though 
not invariably with the same family, and thus has relevance in the Chinese context 
where notions of tradition are closely associated with the concept of culture (wehua). 
The term appears to be derived from ‘wen’, which is associated with the weaving of 
colours, ornamentation and goods, and ‘hua’ meaning variation, creation and 
formation.  
 
 
There was period of time when craft was considered irrelevant to any kind of creative 
work (Greenhalgh 2002), but we started rethinking the value of ‘craft’ when the field 
of crafts begun to shadow impacts on our societal values. In modern history, it was 
almost 150 years ago when ‘craft’ last evoked scholarly debates among various 
academic disciplines. The ‘Arts and Craft Movement’ was sparked in the 1880s in 
Britain, largely as a reaction against the deficient product quality of mass mechanical 
production and the deprived social status of decorative art - craft objects with a 
functional nature (Risatti 2007, Greenhalgh, 1997 & 2010). Since then discussions 
surrounding the craft and art relationship has never quite resolved the questions 
whether ‘craft’ should be separated from ‘art’, or could legitimately be defined as ‘art’. 
Lees-Maffei and Sandino (2004: 207) believed the principle of defining (or 
differentiating) craft and art was to take into consideration the many changes 
occurring in any given historical, socio-cultural and geographical context. During the 
20th Century, the boundary between craft and art became blurred. Greenhalgh 
(2002:1) pointed out that, whilst craft has been gradually “corralled into a particular 
enclosure”, it is necessary to reflect on the emerging agendas (such as digitalisation in 
work design and product distribution) in the current field of craft, because these will 
manifest, unfold and impact on our society in the coming years. And now, just as we 
did more than a century ago, we need to rethink craft and re-evaluate its strategic 
relations with art (Shiner 2012).  
 
In the final report jointly presented by UNSECO and the International Trade Centre 
(ITC), crafts were defined as the “products that are produced by artisans, either 
completely by hand or with the help of hand-tools or even mechanical means, as long 
as the direct manual contribution of the artisan remains the most substantial 
component of the finished product” (UNESCO & ITC, 1997: 6). It goes on to conclude 
that the distinctive features of crafts “can be utilitarian, aesthetic, artistic, creative, 
culturally attached, decorative, functional, traditional, religiously and socially 
symbolic and significant which attribute to the special nature of artisanal products” 
(ibid). As Greenhalgh (2002:1) argued “crafts are a consortium of genres” which have 
been “deliberately placed together” but can “make sense collectively for artistic, 
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economic and institutional reasons”.  Greenhalgh’s remark might sound harsh, but it 
indicates some important properties of crafts which help define and justify the 
identity of crafts and craftspeople, and being institutionally connected is one of them. 
Furthermore, both Thornton (2002) and Shiner (2012) contended that it is the 
multifaceted institutional nature of craft industry that has shaped the developing 
trajectory of ‘craftworld’ in the western culture, and it has certainly happened in China 
too, but often with more political interference.  
 
 
2. A Chinese View of Crafts, Craftsman and Craftsmanship 
 
2.1 ‘Crafts’ in Chinese Translation  
 
What is significant is that crafts people have long had a clearly defined space in 
Chinese culture dating to the late Zhou Dynasty (1046-221 BCI). Scholars belonging to 
the legalist or Confucian tradition recognised four categories of people based on 
occupation which were shi (gentry or scholars), nong (peasant farmers) gong (crafts 
people) and shang (merchants and traders). These occupations were not invariably 
organised in this order and they were not seen as socioeconomic classes and were not 
hereditary. This arrangement stands in sharp contrast to two other major civilisations 
– India and Europe – where the role of crafts people has been studied in detail and in 
which heredity and social standing was accorded great significance in the pre-
industrial era. 
 
What is also interesting about China is that its crafts people attracted the attention of 
its renowned sages, namely Mozi (c.470-391BC) who is thought to have come from a 
lower artisanal background and managed to make his way in to the literary class or 
gentry. He was born in Tengzhou in what is now Shandong Province and there is some 
suggestion that his youth was troubled and that he was branded because of his 
misdemeanours and that his name, Mozi, which is not his original name but literally 
means the tattooed master (Eno 2010: 1), reflects this. However, he seems to have 
overcome this inauspicious start to serve as a minister in the state of Song and to open 
a school for students who wished to become officials. Mozi argued against the better-
established schools of thought of Confucianism and Daoism, placing emphasis on self-
restraint, self-reflection and authenticity as opposed to obedience to ritual. He was 
also renowned as a carpenter and is attributed with designing a wide variety of 
mechanical objects ranging from water moving utensils to siege engines.  
 
His life is celebrated in the Mozi Museum in Shandong Province and current 
interpretation places him as something of working class and modern day Communist 
hero who designed tools that eased the lives of working people. His followers were 
mostly crafts people and technicians who were organised in a disciplined manner in 
the study of Mozi’s technical and philosophical writings. In particular, the sage 
exhorted his followers to lead an ascetic and self-restrained way of life and to 
renounce material and spiritual extravagance. It would not be misplaced to say that 
even in the 21st Century, the spirit of Mozi lives on among contemporary crafts people. 
The key point in relation to this discussion is Mozi’s focus on authenticity, a term which 
frequently crops up in discussions with contemporary craft practitioners in China.  
 
The Chinese term ‘Gong Yi Mei Shu (工艺美术)’ was first introduced by Chinese 
educator Cai Yuanpei in his book The Origin of Art in 1920 (Zhu 2009), which was a 
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direct reference to the European and North American Arts and Crafts movement (and 
the later Japanese Mingei movement). Educated in Japan and influenced by western 
culture, Cai intended to import advanced Western thinking to China, however his 
translated Chinese phrase did not fully convey the two components of ‘arts and crafts’. 
‘Gong Yi’ can be closely translated as ‘crafts’ in the Chinese context, but ‘Mei Shu’ was 
a orthographically borrowed word from the Japanese 美術  (bijutsu),  meaning 
‘beautiful technique’ or ‘techniques of creating aesthetic objects’. Whilst in the 
Japanese language ‘Mei Shu’ is equivalent to ‘fine art’ in the English sense, but in the 
context of the Chinese language it doesn’t completely pair with the meaning of ‘fine 
art’ encoded in the English language. And later when ‘design’ emerged from Germany 
as a new notion pioneered by Bauhaus with the aim of combining crafts and fine art, 
‘Mei Shu’ was not able to reflect or connect to the new concept (Zhu 2009, Tian 2010). 
As a consequence of this combined complication, the term ‘Gong Yi Mei Shu’ has long 
stimulated debate among Chinese scholars, policy-makers and industry practitioners.  
 
2.2 A Dividing Line Between Crafts and Art 
 
After the communist party became the ruling party in 1949, the term ‘Gong Yi Mei Shu’ 
became commonly perceived by the public as synonymous with handicrafts in the 
wider Chinese social context, and it particularly applied to the traditional handicrafts 
that were exclusively manufactured for the purpose of overseas exports after 1950s 
(Zhu & Xu 2010, Zhu 2009). However, within academic circles divisions emerged as to 
whether ‘Gong Yi Mei Shu’ should be treated as a singular term which placed emphasis 
on artistic design, or should focus in a rather more limited sense of ‘crafts’ and 
specifically ‘handicrafts’ (Zhu 2009). Before 2012, most degrees offered by Chinese 
higher education institutes (e.g. universities) were related to artistic design with the 
incorporation of western theory and techniques (Tang & Tao 2014), whereas on the 
other hand teaching and training in the design and production of crafts were conveyed 
through occupational schools. The consequence of this divergence within the 
educational system was that students graduating with a higher education degree 
would have a much better chance to gain access to professional jobs within the arts 
and crafts sector which might be labelled ‘white collar’, and who would thereby be 
considered to have a higher social status, as well as better income and career 
progression prospects. In contrast, students fully trained in the skills needed to 
produce crafts would be most likely to become ‘blue-collar’ workers who would 
normally work with their hands to produce physical products, but would garner less 
social respect and lower remuneration.  
 
It seems the dividing line between crafts and art is quite clear in China, and is 
noticeably reflected in the differing social standing of craftsmen and artists. In 
addition, the social status of Chinese craftsmen has traditionally been embedded 
within the hierarchies of Chinese society. Furthermore, the craftsmen community is 
further divided into levels based on the degree of association that craftspeople are 
able to claim with the country’s hierarchical institutions, which means the closer 
craftspeople are able to link with the central governmental powers (such as the 
imperial courts and aristocracy communities in ancient China, and now most likely the 
PRC party apparatus), the more they are respected and hence their crafts are more 
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visible, valuable and collectable (Xu, 2016). Some Chinese scholars contest that the 
association between the Chinese crafts industry and political power is not in fact 
driven by the commercial market, but instead constitutes the typical political 
behaviour exerted within government circles. A consequence of this political 
behaviour is that, once a particular type of craft becomes a ‘special supply’ to the 
central political powers, the mass public will have restricted or zero accessibility to 
these crafts, whilst paradoxically possession of a rare item handmade by the favoured 
craftspeople with a higher social status or stronger political connections will be 
considered as the symbol of power. 
 
2.3 Disappearing Craftsmanship 
 
In common with other Asian court-based societies, a great deal of artisanal production 
in China was clustered around royal and noble centres. The demise of this kind of 
patronage following the establishment of the Republic has long posed a threat to the 
viability of these traditions. The expansion of domestic and inbound tourism since the 
1980s has offered a potential source of revenue. For example, for Japanese tourists 
the purchase of a high end souvenir often represents the second largest expenditure 
after the purchase of the holiday itself. 
 
What seems to have been neglected or overlooked over the last 100 years by the 
Chinese society and polity is that the skills and often localised specialisations 
associated with craftsmanship is something that has accumulated and evolved over 
centuries. In Western culture, people honour and appreciate the virtues of 
craftsmanship which may typically be considered to be the most important assets to 
the craft industry, to be nurtured, inherited and promoted (van Bergen 2017). There 
is a common acknowledgement, shared by both western and Chinese culture, that 
traditional craftsmanship embodies the craftspeople’s supreme skills, the extremely 
high quality and intricate detail of craft products and the sense of craftsmen “giving 
themselves to their work” (Bergadaà 2008:11, Xu 2016). But what has caused China 
gradually to lose some of the essence of its craftsmanship over the last century can be 
summarised mainly through three stages (Xu 2016): the dismantling of imperial power 
in the early 20th Century, which reduced the demand for high-end crafts by the royal 
court and the aristocratic communities. The second phase was during the period of 
Chairman Mao’s leadership, when the central government had to prioritise the 
political focus on ‘meeting people’s basic needs’ due to widespread poverty and 
product shortages, with crafts being given a lower priority, and high-end crafts 
shunned for their bourgeois associations. The Open Doors policy since the 1980s, 
meanwhile, has allowed wider access to national and international markets, but at a 
cost of mass and intensified production of craft items of questionable quality, and 
which has even earned for China a reputation of being the world’s largest “provenance 
for counterfeit goods” (Europol & EUIPO 2017: 6). Within such a commercial 
environment it has been very difficult for many Chinese crafts to stand out in 
international markets on the basis of the quality of craftsmanship, not least because 
craft themes are often related to Chinese myths and legends that are often unfamiliar 
to peoples abroad. Considerable interpretation may be required therefore to make 
these stories understandable and possibly at some cost. 
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2.4 Reinstating Chinese Craftsmanship  
 
Since Chinese Primer Li Keqiang introduced the concept of the ‘spirit of craftsmanship’ 
in his government work report in March 2016, all genres of professions in the entire 
nation have since tried to fathom the concept. But what exactly does the new concept 
imply for Chinese society? Setting up as a central governmental project, the Chinese 
government wanted to encourage the nation in all industries to improve professional 
techniques and refine product quality in order to restore consumers’ confidence 
towards domestic products in the face of fierce competition from foreign products. 
Moreover, in 2017 the government released a ‘Plan to Revitalise the Traditional Crafts’, 
which aimed to “further promote traditional Chinese crafts” and “inject momentum 
into the protection of Chinese culture and heritage” (Hu 2017), with the objectives of 
increasing job opportunities and enhancing product diversity within the craft industry. 
What, then, are the particular implications of the ‘plan’ for the Chinese craft industry, 
as well as to the thousands of craftspeople in China? 
 
Apart from pursuing professional excellence, the notion of ‘craftsmanship spirit’ is 
more about promoting a particular set of moral values, which had become 
understated in the money-driven society. But in his well-cited book, Sennett (2008) 
claimed moral imperatives only work for better results in a situation where they are 
institutionally organised. Since China rolled out the new concept as a national project, 
both central and local governments will provide sufficient policy and financial support, 
but the fine spirit that craftspeople traditionally held may take time to rekindle and 
require more interpersonal and emotional inputs to nurture (Coeckelbergh 2014). In 
the following paragraphs, we are going to open discussion of the challenges that the 
traditional Chinese crafts face against this backdrop, as well as exploring the potential 
opportunities which the Chinese crafts sector might enjoy in the luxury segment of 
the market – something Chinese-made products have largely been absent from 
hitherto despite China having become one of the world’s largest consumers of luxury 
goods.     
 
 
3 Searching for Authenticity – A Challenge Faced by Traditional Chinese Crafts 
 
Traditional Chinese crafts generally refers to “a variety of handicrafts and techniques 
that have existed for over one hundred years and [are] marked by a long history, 
exquisite skills, have been passed on from generation to generation, have a complete 
technical process, have been made of natural materials, have a distinct national style 
and local features, and are renowned both at home and abroad” (State Council of the 
PRC 1997). Bearing in mind the official definition, if we conduct a quick survey of the 
international auction houses in terms of their major bidding deals in recent years, it is 
not difficult to notice that both Chinese traditional crafts and Chinese buyers are near 
the top of the lists on both bidding sides (e.g. Sotheby’s and Christie’s). Also, in many 
major international art museums, we often find a particular section dedicated to 
traditional Chinese crafts (e.g. Victoria and Albert Museum) ambiguous understanding 
of the characteristics of ‘authenticity’ under different circumstances. Accordingly, we 
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will explore the meaning of authenticity in the context of Chinese traditional crafts in 
two specific contexts: tourism and branding.  
 
3.1 Authenticity in the context of luxury branding  
 
Authenticity is a concept that has been widely researched but often overused, 
particularly in the field of marketing. A widely held position is that authenticity is 
important for consumers and that customers want to acquire something that is real 
and not something that is fake (Gilmore and Pine, 2007), though as these authors 
concede that authenticity can be seen in a variety of ways and its prominence may 
vary from one enterprise to another. To simplify a somewhat complex series of 
arguments, the essence of authenticity lies in the ability of companies to build brands 
in which consumers have faith and confidence that the products they are buying are 
somehow rooted to tradition, locality or genuine craftsmanship. Research findings 
suggest that consumers’ perceptions with regard to the authenticity of the products 
and the locations where they make purchases tend to influence their consumption 
behaviours (Ramkissoon & Uysal 2011, Kim & Bonn 2016, Fritz et al. 2017 ). Hede and 
others (2014, p 1395) tested and confirmed that “consumer scepticism and 
expectations are antecedents to perceived authenticity of the visitor experience” 
under the research context of museum in which curatorial expertise provides 
validation. Bergadaà (2008) claimed the experience of authenticity in relation to craft 
industry falls into three fields: the objects of artistic craftsmanship; the 
professionalism of craftspeople; and the relationship that is built during the 
interaction of consumers and craftspeople in relation to the cultural and aesthetic 
experience associated with crafts production.  
 
Furthermore, affluent consumers (the mainstay of the luxury markets) are searching 
for authenticity beyond physical objects, which may sometimes be artificially branded 
with ‘authentic features’. Instead, they pursue the authentic values embedded in the 
physical object which is “secured by craftsmanship, scarcity of supply, unique 
aesthetics, the link to the origin, non-necessity, and the high price” (Hitzler & Müller-
Stewens 2017: 53). Concurrently, luxury brands view authenticity as a prime 
parameter to differentiate themselves from mass others (Heine et al, 2016; Hitzler & 
Müller-Stewens 2017), and therefore strive to exhibit their excellence and perfection 
through authenticity in every aspect of their business, as part of their overall 
management strategies (Hitzler & Müller-Stewens 2017). From this point of view, the 
traditional Chinese crafts are able to match with these ‘luxury credentials’ in the sense 
of offering ‘authentic value’,  which is one of the factors that help explain why some 
traditional Chinese crafts are frequently among the top-priced transactions made on 
both domestic and international antique auction markets.   
 
However, what is particularly interesting about Chinese consumers is that, for them, 
the emphasis on authenticity has a slightly different manifestation, with less emphasis 
on a perceived binary relationship between authentic and inauthentic products (Liu, 
Yannopolou, Bian and Elliott 2015). The authors suggest that Chinese consumers 
evaluate authenticity in relational and hierarchical terms as opposed to uniqueness 
and originality, with two authenticity types emerging – domesticated and mimicked 
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(ibid.). What seems to be emerging from this research is that the Chinese place an 
emphasis on ‘brand equity’ and long-term relationships with consumers, but this is 
potentially problematic in the context of tourism where craft makers often do not 
have meaningful and clearly identifiable brands, and are unlikely to engage in long-
term relationships with consumers. 
 
3.2 Authenticity in the Context of Tourism  
 
Many Chinese craft producers sell their wares in the context of tourism, which has a 
huge domestic dimension. Even though the customers often share the same culture 
as the producers, many craft makers complain the buyers are not very interested in 
traditional themes and are driven by questions of price rather than quality. A common 
refrain is that craft producers are being pushed by the demands of this market to 
produce goods that are not authentic in terms of traditional craftsmanship. Several 
scholars in the field of tourism studies have been investigating the impacts of tourists 
on the authenticity of handicrafts, with much research focusing on East and South East 
Asia (Graburn 1984, Parnwell 1993, Bruner, 2005, Wherry 2006, Chang et al. 2008). It 
worth considering their main observations at this juncture as an additional set of 
issues comes to the fore, such as the notion of the ‘staged authenticity’ of tourist 
attractions (McCannell 1973), ‘objective authenticity’ (Wang 1999), which is further 
elaborated by Steiner and Reisinger (2006) and Lau (2010), as well as ‘constructed 
authenticity’ and ‘existential (subjective) authenticity’ (Cohen 1988).  
 
Cohen and Cohen (2012) point out that the “…three discourses are not on the same 
level: while objective (object) authenticity and existential (subjective) authenticity 
denote different types of (personally experienced) authenticity, constructed 
authenticity does not; rather, it relates implicitly to the process of social construction 
of the other two types”. In an attempt to get to the heart of the authenticity debate 
in tourism, Tom Selwyn (1996) offered the distinction between “hot” and “cool” 
authenticity. Selwyn (1996: 20-21) conceived of “hot” authenticity as that “aspect of 
the imagined world of tourist make-believe…concerned with questions of self and 
society,” in particular with the quest for an “authentic self” and “authentic other.” 
Selwyn distinguishes the concept of “cool” authenticity as reserved for propositions 
which aim to be open to the kinds of procedures described by Popper [i.e. are subject 
to falsification]. Selwyn appears to distinguish between a “social” and a “scientific” 
version of authenticity, or in more theoretical terms, an “emic” and an “etic” one – one 
experienced by the tourists, the other representing a theoretical top-down approach 
(Cohen and Cohen 2012). But what about the situation in China?  
 
The meaning of the term ‘authenticity’ in China seems to have a sense which does not 
differ much from the English use of the term in which authenticity is seen as 
embodying something that is original and is not a copy. It might also be added that 
there also the curatorial sense of the word which may be captured in terms such as 
expertise (of the scholar/curator), provenance (origin), materials, association, name 
(often in the langue of the place of origin), documentation, measurement and 
photographic record. In fact, it is often these features that have pride-of-place in a 
museum’s documentation, and a great deal of effort goes in to the accuracy of the 
records on file. 
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Similar concerns are also seen in the authentication of high quality crafts and luxury 
goods, which are often interchangeable. All of the above curatorial concerns appear 
to be taken into account with an underlying desire to protect the authenticity of the 
creator’s products and in particular the creator’s or company’s intellectual property. 
This is not just a matter of pride as there is a very strong underlying business 
imperative to protect the producer’s brand and identity, not least because of the 
threat of copying without the initial investment in creating. This means that the brand 
or company that created a given object risks losing its initial investment if it is simply 
copied by another commercial concern that did not have to invest in the creativity 
vested in a high quality and desirable item. 
 
There are “craft experts” – both Chinese and foreign - who can provenance crafts and 
understand the significance of their patterns, style and manner of manufacture, in 
other words ‘cool authenticity’. However, some Chinese crafts have considerable 
“kerb appeal” and there are now many varieties designed to appeal to tourists – ‘hot 
authenticity’. But these new forms of “Chinese crafts” may not be rooted in the 
tangible and intangible heritage of traditional crafts, though the results are often 
pretty impressive. Creativity may be defined as a phenomenon whereby something 
new and of value is formed. Creativity may be intangible (e.g. music, stories, humour) 
or tangible (paintings, sculptures, buildings). While traditional Chinese crafts would at 
first glance appear to be tangible, there are intangible elements associated with the 
symbolism of certain designs. While such items may be readily intelligible to Chinese 
purchasers, foreigners are often in need of interpretation, as they may not be familiar 
with the stories or symbolism inherent in such objects. Why is it important to consider 
tourism? 
 
The position of Chinese traditional crafts in tourism is mixed. ‘Authentic’ traditional 
crafts may be collected by knowledgeable tourists, both domestic and foreign, and 
there is a market for high-end crafts that acknowledge the ancient traditions of China 
but have taken them to new creative heights. Interestingly, these exclusive crafts are 
often designed by very small companies making very high value-added products, but 
what about the popular market? Informal questioning of tourists and an examination 
of blog posts where China’s craft products are mentioned, indicates that, for Western 
tourists at least, traditional craft products have limited appeal. The themes, uses and 
associations of these crafts are often unknown, though there is a growing literature. 
There is also limited use of the “co-creation of experience” model in China, where the 
purchaser and the producer come together in a shared creative undertaking. It is these 
contexts where interpretation can enhance the value-added, not least because 
tourism is moving on to the consumption of experiences 
 
 It would appear that many small and medium-sized producers of crafts, as well as 
some major concerns, are focused on the home market, and seem to assume that 
their products automatically have international appeal. The ‘authenticity’ and 
‘creativity’ of these companies can be directed at the international tourism market 
through clever designs, shops displays and social media. 
 
 
4 Can ‘Luxury Branding’ Provide an Opportunity for Chinese Traditional Crafts? 
 
It may sound irrelevant or controversial to bring ‘luxury’ into the current research 
context, but what many luxury brands have experienced in the last century could have 
some implications for the development of Chinese traditional crafts in both the 
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domestic and international markets. Rebecca van Bergen (2017) asked if fine 
European craftsmanship contributed to the success of many internationally-
renowned luxury brands, why hasn’t this happened in the rest of the world? It is an 
even more sarcastic question to ask in the Chinese context: whilst there are thousands 
(perhaps millions) of skilled craftspeople mastering all forms of traditional Chinese 
craftsmanship, and China’s export of craft products is in the leading position in the 
international trade market, why has China only earned herself a very damaging 
reputation with the label ‘made in China’? 
 
On the other hand, if we examine closely those international (mainly European) luxury 
brands with more than 50 years’ history, their products and experiential qualities 
seem to share certain common features: these include historical heritage and cultural 
attachment, unique know-how (craftsmanship), the long-lasting quality of the 
product (and experience), a restricted and selective distribution system, personalised 
service and excessive prices, and above all a sense of privilege brought to the owners 
who purchase or possess the products (and experiences) (Kapferer & Bastien 2012: 
47). It is not difficult to find certain of these ‘luxury features’ (such as historical and 
cultural attachment, craftsmanship) also associated with Chinese traditional crafts, as 
we have discussed in the previous sections. But other components such as product 
quality and consistency, distribution system, and personalised service, still require 
further development in order to restore the reputation of traditional Chinese crafts 
and deliver a sense of ‘privilege’ to the consumer.  
 
 
4.1 Building Luxury Brands for Chinese Traditional Crafts 
 
Theoretically, building a luxury brand requires two fundamental elements, which are 
the historical heritage to which the brand is attached, and a convincing story the brand 
can tell to luxury consumers (Kapferer & Bastien 2012).  China is hardly deprived of 
either element, which means traditional Chinese crafts possess the fundamentals to 
metamorphose into luxury products and experiences. However, what seems missing 
here is the ‘brand’ - an identifiable name that can represent the beauty of the 
traditional Chinese crafts and differentiate them from the competitors in the market. 
However, it is only very recently that China has evinced an intention to build brands 
that seek to exploit the country’s historical inheritance. While most famous brands in 
the luxury industry globally have striven for innovation and market expansion since 
the end of WWII, Chinese brands have often moved in the opposite direction, going 
through a process of nationalisation in the 1950s, and further recession during the 
Cultural Revolution. The economic reforms of the late 20th Century enabled China to 
open up to global markets, but while mass-produced but low-priced Chinese goods 
have contributed significantly to GDP growth in China, this has occurred at a cost of a 
Chinese brand image that is often associated with inferior quality.  
 
It was not until 2006 that the Ministry of Commerce of the PRC (MOFCOM) announced 
the first 434 Mainland Chinese enterprises to be the recipients of the designation 
‘China Time-honoured Brand’, with the aim of promoting famous Chinese domestic 
brands. Until now, 1128 brands have been recognised in the list, together with an 
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average of 140 years’ establishment history (Ge & Wang 2018). However, a mere 
twenty-one of these brands (2%) are in the category of ‘art and craft’, with a few more 
craft brands (e.g. the Gong Qian bamboo fan) included in the category of ‘processing 
and manufacturing’.1 While perhaps the ‘made in China’ label has stained Chinese 
brands’ reputation in the global markets, particularly in the segments of daily use 
objects and counterfeit luxury goods, how can this handful of ‘China Time-honoured 
Brands’ battle against the prevailing brand image for Chinese traditional crafts?  
 
4.2 Developing a Sustainable Brand for Chinese Traditional Crafts  
 
4.2.1 Is brand ownership a myth? 
 
It may take quite some time for many Chinese traditional crafts to build a brand and 
revitalise their brand image in both domestic and international markets. Accordingly, 
it may be more realistic to take a closer look at some of the established ‘time-
honoured’ crafts brands which are recognised by the central government. A few 
questions may be asked here: how many of these brands are well-known by domestic 
consumers, particularly the younger generations (e.g. the millennials)? How much is 
knowledge of the brands appreciated and highly valued by the mass market? And 
ultimately what are the ‘strategies’ to sustain the brands’ development? The following 
text will discuss four agendas in relation to these questions, starting with the 
ownership of the brand. 
 
In the luxury industry, there is a universal principle that ‘the brand comes 
first’(Kapferer & Bastien 2012)! The luxury brand owner, whether it is a family or a 
group, views the brand name as one of most important assets for the enterprise. The 
brand owner has authority and freedom to steer brand strategies within the 
enterprise, with the best intention to promote the brand name. In the meantime, the 
brand owner has all forms of rights to protect the enterprise when the brand name is 
under threat. The essence of the brand name always stays within the enterprise, and 
the brand owner is the guardian and guide for the brand. However, the situation in 
China seems more complicated for the traditional crafts: obviously many traditional 
Chinese crafts have manged to maintain the original brand names as they were first 
established, but the brand owners have not necessarily stayed within the brand family 
due to the nationalisation policies of the Maoist era, though interestingly the early 
Communist leaders espoused their support for what they considered to be ‘time 
honoured’ brands (China Daily 15th August 2011).   Now, in order to rejuvenate 
authentic craft brands, the government intends to ‘reconnect’ the brand name with 
the original brand founding family, often through the use of social media (Barclay 
2017)but this is challenging given that the original brand essence has been long lost 
over the past 50 years (Li & Ma 2017).  So, perhaps the first challenge faced by both 
sides is to search for the original brand essence and reposition the brand to adapt to 
the current market. 
 
4.2.2 Importance of brand protection 																																																								
1 Source of statistics: http://zhlzh.mofcom.gov.cn 
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Brand protection is the second agendum that has to be taken into serious 
consideration once the brands start trading on both international and domestic 
markets. In order to protect their vital brand asset, luxury brands have always 
armoured themselves with layers of protection for their intellectual property rights, 
ranging from international treaties (e.g. WIFO) to regional agreements (e.g. EUIPO) 
and domestic legal regulations. For example, Christian Louboutin devoted six years to 
the battle against a rivalry company who had replicated the distinctive scarlet red sole; 
Gucci engaged in a 9-year-long international court case to fight for trademark rights 
against Guess; and there are many more examples that might be cited. It might be 
unrealistic to expect the traditional Chinese craft people to equip themselves with 
legal protection similar to the world-famous luxury brands, not least given weaknesses 
in the country’s own intellectual property protection legislation, but it is nonetheless 
necessary for them to acquire and equip themselves with knowledge of the forms of 
protection they require to guard their own intellectual property in relation to craft 
work. 
 
China has been rather late in developing and enforcing effectively a legal protection 
system for IPR, which has clearly not helped crafts producers to nurture a conducive 
atmosphere. The “Regulations on Protection of Traditional Arts and Crafts” were first 
issued in 1997, and so far is the only IP regulation with a specific focus on traditional 
arts and crafts. It has been widely acknowledged that intellectual property is not only 
an economic phenomenon but also a cultural one (Raustiala and Sprigman 2014: 4), 
which has particular implications in the traditional Chinese crafts industry. The 
authors Marron and Steel (2000, p. 166) were once informed by a reputable 
craftsperson that it is a cultural tradition within the crafts community that one should 
not claim individual ownership of their craft work, because it is considered to be a 
‘public good’, which others were therefore allowed to imitate (ibid). This is largely due 
to the traditional Chinese mind-set of collectivism, but also through the nature of 
crafts industry being institutional or communal. Many believe that through sharing, 
the original creation can be further enhanced through “co-innovation and re-
innovation based on the assimilation of imported technologies” (Raustiala and 
Sprigman 2014:3).  
 
4.2.3 Brand promotion as a solution  
 
One of the successful tactics that many luxury brands adopt in promoting their 
products is to showcase the craftsmanship involved in the construction of the final 
piece of work. A successful luxury brand would usually first make their name within 
their own domestic market before expanding to overseas markets. According to Bain 
& Company (2018), Chinese consumers constitute more than 30% of global luxury 
consumption, and the millennial generation (typically aged 20-34) have become major 
contributors to this. In the face of a younger generation of consumers who clearly 
have stronger spending power and brand value perception, Chinese traditional crafts 
have not been very effective in drawing their attention, which is a frequent complaint 
by craft producers surveyed by the authors of this paper.  Whilst it is not too late to 
target the younger Chinese, the principal question is how? Research studies have 
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identified one type of young Chinese luxury consumers as ‘spirituals’ (Ngai 2012) who 
have the capacity genuinely to understand and appreciate the aesthetic and social 
value of objects, and who also pursue associated experiences beyond the material.  
The documentary programme “Masters in the Forbidden City”, which was broadcast 
on China Central Television in early 2016, became surprisingly popular among the 
young Chinese audience who mostly accessed the episodes through online streaming 
and tagged the programme as the new ‘online influencer’ (Global Times 2016). The 
documentary depicted the life stories of craftspeople preserving and restoring antique 
works for the Forbidden City Palace Museum, and the success of the documentary 
sent a clear message: the modern methods used to reinterpret traditional culture now 
can not only form a bridge between history and make connection with current realities 
(Song, 2017, 160), but can also build a cultural and emotional connection to young 
people that rejuvenates their love of ‘good culture’ (ibid).  
 
4.2.4 Brand inheriting is a mission 
  
If it is true that China has been in danger of losing her grassroots essentials of 
traditional crafts because of political changes and economic development, these 
paradoxically may be seen as a basis for the revival and perpetuation of China’s 
historical and cultural heritage. In order to sustain the brands of the traditional 
Chinese crafts, the skills and essence of craftsmanship must be passed onto the next 
generation, so education and training must be viewed as the first and foremost 
component. In 2012 the Ministry of Education re-introduced ‘gong yi mei shu’ (art and 
craft) into the university undergraduate course catalogue after decades of absence. 
Chinese scholars Tang and Tao (2014) nonetheless admit that universities face 
challenges to implement the new course catalogue, but can possibly attempt to do so 
in three areas: to prioritise and incorporate local crafts which manifest regional 
characteristics; to invite the experienced craft masters into the lecture room to 
demonstrate the empirical skills that complement the theories they are learning; and 
to incorporate innovative ideas related to culture and modern life into the building of 
the curriculum. An interview with an art scholar Mr. Li from Shanghai adds further 
reflection on the theme of this paper: he believes that the national policy to promote 
‘craftsmanship’ indicates the government’s intention to elevate the social status of 
craftspeople and their craft works, with the universities acting as one of first gateways 
to set this in motion. On the other hand, a few Chinese Haute Couture brands Guo Pei 
and Lan Yu have managed to make their way to Paris and exhibit their collections since 
2016. And what has contributed to their success - apart from the Chinese themes 
embedded within their designs - is the unique craftsmanship: the traditional 
embroidery techniques the designers have applied to enable them to deliver unique, 
exquisite and luxury pieces on the Paris fashion stages.  
 
 
Conclusion: A Strategic Development Trajectory 
 
As academics with their particular research focus on the luxury industry and cultural 
tourism and museums, we would argue that there is a great deal to learn from history. 
But this is not an anti-development position as it is clear that human society should 
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and will develop for myriad good and beneficial reasons, but sometimes we have to 
surrender to the truth that history repeats itself and we have to take stock and reflect 
on what happened in the past, and what we can do to improve upon it. Chinese 
handicrafts are simultaneously commodities and heritage-cum-pride goods that have 
their roots deeply embedded in Chinese history going back to at least the Zhou 
Dynasty if not earlier. Even if we need not take at face value the declared love of the 
early leaders of the Peoples’ Republic of China for time-honoured brands, it would 
seem to indicate that they were voicing perhaps a commonly held view. The 
proliferation of museums across China at both grand and city level to smaller village-
based ones devoted to crafts seems to indicate a string and widespread interest in the 
country’s craft heritage. 
 
However, we need to be cautious as China has been undergoing for some decades an 
enormous transformation in terms of industrialisation and urbanisation, and it seems 
reasonable to assume that this may be accompanied in paradigm shifts in terms of 
consumer behaviour. For example, a study from Anshan City in Liaoning Province that 
Chinese consumers are undergoing a Romantic reappraisal of rurality in 
contradistinction to the symbolic infrastructure of mass urbanisation and 
industrialisation that may have some similarities to the sentiments of the British and 
West European Romantic Period in the late 18th and early 19th centuries that 
followed a massive wave of industrialisation there (Griffiths, Chapman and 
Christiansen, 2010). There are good reasons for linking this reappraisal to tourism as 
Hitchcock and Barsham (2013) have explored what they call ‘prophets of nature’ and 
the ongoing relevance of Romantic ideals in considerations of the relationship 
between tourism and the environment. This is perhaps one of the areas that we 
should be investigating when consider the sustainability and authenticity – however 
conceived- of Chinese handicrafts. 
 
 
Notes 
 
The first author has been engaged on research on Indonesian crafts and material 
culture since 1979, but his first direct experience of China occurred in 1986 when he 
accompanied a tour group as a ‘guide-lecturer’ using his annual leave while working 
as an Assistant Curator at London’s Horniman Museum. The tour took him to three 
provinces – Guangdong, Guangxi and Yunnan – and he collected a variety of items for 
the museum. He has been involved in research on Vietnamese crafts since 2003 and 
resumed his research on South China in 2014, extending it to north China 2016, in 
Shandong and later Shangxi (2017). 
 
The second author currently is leading the MA programme in Luxury Brand 
Management at Goldsmiths, University of London. Prior to her appointment at 
Goldsmiths, she held several senior managerial positions with leading international 
companies in the retail industry across Asia, Europe and Africa for more than a decade, 
working with global luxury and mass brands, and consulting on business development, 
retail location and planning, as well as human resource development and high-end 
project management.  
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